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Abstract

Playing the horn has become not only more sophisticated and accurate, but simpler and more efficient for the
horn player. The natural horn, used in a variety ways in early history, demanded an incredible level of skill and
precision, more than our valved horn today in some ways because it required a more accurate ear, more
embouchure dexterity, and the necessity of wrangling crooks for different keys. Thus, it required many
practiced skills of the player that are no longer as necessary as they once were. This paper discusses each of
these demands along with the history of the horn, its uses and popularity, and how it compares in
construction to the valved horn.
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Coursing with Coils: The Only Orchestral
Instrument Harder Than the French Horn
Sarah Plumley
Cedarville University

T

he natural horn, used in a variety of ways in early history, demanded much more skill, precision, and dedication in some
ways than our valved horn today because it required a more
accurate ear, more embouchure dexterity, and the encumbrance of having to wrangle the crooks. It was in many ways less developed and
therefore hard for the musician to achieve finesse. Thus, it required
many practiced skills of the player that are no longer as necessary as
they once were. Many horn players today do not have the endurance,
control, or diligence needed to perform on a natural horn.1 This paper
will discuss these demands, the history of the horn, its uses and popularity, its comparison to the valved horn, and why it is no longer practical.
The natural horn has an iconic sound which relates to music from the
early Greek and Roman hunting calls to the orchestral horn passages of
Bach’s, Haydn’s, and Mozart’s works. Before the seventeenth century,
it was commonly referred to as the hunting horn and was employed to
signal other hunters in a hunting group. The term “hunting horn” is
used traditionally to describe the horn up until when it was brought to
the court and professional orchestra settings in the middle of the seventeenth century. Through its role in European courts, it slowly gained
acceptance in the orchestral world and was employed in a variety of
ways in the horn parts of the Baroque composers. Its name then
changed once again when valves were added to it, making it no longer
a “natural horn,” but just “the horn.”
1
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The earliest hunting horns were simple conch shells or curved animal
horns (ox, elephant, or ram).2 Because of their limited length, only one
or two different pitches could generally be sounded on them. The player just needed to learn how to produce one of the possible notes, and
then adjust his/her embouchure (the shaping of the lips) to find the second pitch if possible. The player would tighten his lips to the sides for
the higher pitch and loosen for the lower pitch. We generally don’t
think of these horns as having very much musical capability because
their tone and pitch range was completely dependent on natural means.
But because of their dependency on the player’s embouchure control,
playing these natural horns required not only a lot of lip dexterity but
also a good ear to hear the correct pitch for which to aim.
Closer to the end of the seventeenth century, the straight horn became
popular.3 It measured anywhere from nine inches to two feet and could
be made out of copper or German silver or a combination of both.4
Clearer notes could be produced on straight horns than on a trumpet
because their bells were funnel shaped. But the length of the horns also
mattered. “From a very short Horn nothing but a discordant noise can
be extracted.”5 These horns were very short, and in comparison to the
great length of tubing in today’s modern horn, it was very hard for
some people to learn how to produce a note at all.6 The method of producing a note on this straight horn, however, was just like how you
would with the modern valved horn. The player needed hard lips that
were flexible and not chapped, and strong teeth to brace the mouthpiece
against.7 Cameron gives a good description of how to buzz in his book,
The Hunting Horn: “Almost close the lips, pressing them back against
the teeth. Place the mouthpiece firmly against the centre of the almost
closed lips and half-blow, half-spit into the mouthpiece, when a clear
note should be produced.”8
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Often used for signaling other hunters during a hunt, these horns produced just one note, so different horn calls had to be created through a
mixture of note lengths, frequencies, character, and repetitions. Reading the notation for this music was relatively simple since it didn’t have
to indicate where different pitches were located.9 The horn player just
had to learn several symbols for note length and know where to take
breaths.10 The music also didn’t indicate barred measures since the performer didn’t have to keep time while playing.11 The horn player could
however create a pseudo trill or shake to add variety to his playing by
“agitating the Horn with the hand while blowing.”12
This straight horn, or hunting horn was a useful instrument for signaling hunting parties in the thirteenth century but later became merely a
sign of status in the medieval courts rather than of practical use.13 First
employed in hunts in France and Britain (and Germany soon after) during deer hunts, wars, or chases, the hunting horns called the hunters
together in the morning, to the slaughtering of their kill, and back home
once the hunt was over.14 Later, however, natural horns were used more
for giving instruction during recreational hunts. “The skill of playing
the hunting horn became so closely integrated with the identity of the
hunting gentry that it became an icon for it.”15 Noblemen were expected to learn to play the horn just as they would learn to hunt and
carry out their other expected duties. In fact, “For a long time its use,
apart from military purposes, was reserved for kings and nobles, and
trumpeters were the aristocracy of wind-instrument players.”16 The
English courts of King Edward III, King Henry VII, and Queen Elizabeth filled more than a quarter of their instrumentalists with trumpeters.17
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By the early seventeenth century, natural horns started to take a different form. Inventors discovered that they could be created by manipulating conical metal tubing into a shape similar to but more precise than
these animal horns.18 Making the instrument with metal and smaller
tubing than the natural animal horn or shell created a more brilliant
tone quality.19 And the metal tubing used could be made much longer
in length than the animal horns, allowing these horns to play many
more notes. But in order to retain the portable and manageable size, the
tubing was coiled around itself instead of protruding straight from the
mouthpiece. Four feet of tubing, coiled tightly around itself, could create up to six notes in the harmonic series.20
Some horns had eleven complete coils around and measured seven
inches across the coils with a bell also almost seven inches wide. The
French introduced the Compassed Horn which could play twelve different pitches and was wrapped around the player’s body (similar to a
modern sousaphone).21 This horn, though more flexible in pitch, still
relied on the dexterity of the player’s lips to create the different pitches.
And to make the musician’s job harder, he now had to distinguish between six embouchure changes for each of the six possible notes in the
harmonic series instead of just the one or two possible pitches from the
animal horns. The horn player had to have an excellent ear to know
which of the notes he was playing as he produced them because he had
no keys to press as modern instruments do. Only the variation of his
embouchure could give him a hint as to which pitch was which. In addition, the horn may not have even been able to produce good intonation depending on the quality of its production.
The cor-de-chasse came to England in the late seventeenth century
from France and became known as the French horn there, even though
it was originally from Austria and Bohemia.22 There in England, it was
frequently seen in Louis XIV’s court as a hunting instrument or giving
life through its hunting fanfares in Lully’s La Princesse d’Elides in
1664 and Morin’s La Chasse du Cerf in 1708.23 Artistic horn playing
18
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came about through the patronage of Count Franz Anton von Sporck.
He was a Bohemian nobleman whose love for music was just as strong
as his love for hunting.25 After hearing the hunting horn at Versailles,
Sporck created his own hunting band at home and became known as
“the First Huntsman of Europe.”26 These horn players then joined his
house orchestra and led the way for the horn player tradition still evident today in Vienna and Prague.27 Their place in the early court orchestras was the first time that horns appeared in an orchestra.28 “By
the close of the second decade of the eighteenth century a flourishing
tradition of orchestral horn-playing had spread from Bohemia to virtually every musical centre of the Holy Roman Empire.”29
The next development to the metallic natural horn was adding removable crooks.30 Viennese trumpet-makers, Michael and Johannes Leighnambschneider, are credited with this advancement in 1718.31 These
crooks changed the length of the horn and thus the key that the horn
sounded in, depending on the length of the crook added. Changing the
crooks of the horn gave the performer a new harmonic series to play in
for each key, thereby expanding the number of possible chromatic
notes. Where the earlier coiled horns could produce up to six notes, the
crooks added almost unending higher harmonics to the natural horn.
Orchestral horn players now also didn’t have to bring with them separate horns for each key that they would play in the program, but just the
crooks needed for one single horn.32
Natural horns from 1718 to the nineteenth century had six varying
crooks.33 Four of them were cylindrical and the other two were conical.
24
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These crooks let the player play in the keys from C alto to the D below
by using just one or multiple simultaneously. The lower keys, however,
required the player to use three crooks.34 By the time all these crooks
were added to the natural horn however, it became unwieldy and awkward for the musician to play.35 So in an effort to improve upon this
model and make it more accessible, the French created a horn that had
separate crooks for each key.36 Following suit, the English have been
credited with producing horns with tuning-slides and calling them,
“cors à l’anglaise.”37
Four or five of these new horns, called the Waldhorn or Cor de Chasse,
could now play a four- and five-part harmony horn call together.38 This
new and reimagined horn was finally fitting for the orchestra world of
music and was performed constantly until the hand horn took its place
in the middle of the eighteenth century. With the flexibility that crooks
and the tuning slide gave, orchestral composers were able to write creative horn parts that could aptly enhance their music instead of being
worried that the hunting horn sound would detract from the blend of the
other instruments.
Around 1750, the horn became known as a solo instrument with the
convocation of hand-stopping by Bohemian hornist and teacher, Anton
Joseph Hampel.39 When the right hand was inserted in the bell of the
hand horn, it changed the intonation and pitch of the notes.40 Since the
hand closes off some of the air coming from the end of the bell, the
conical form of the bell is altered, producing a different series of harmonics. Closing one’s hand toward one’s body makes the pitch more
flat while opening it away from one’s body raises the pitch back to the
natural intonation of the horn. The varying degrees at which you curve
your right hand bridges “the gaps of the natural partial series.”41 If
closed far enough, the horn’s pitch will rise an entire half step, and produce a very pinched, buzzy tone.
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Stopping the horn however requires an even better ear than playing the
same notes open and without one's hand closing the air stream. Intonation is harder to discern and manipulate when the tone of the horn is
compromised in this way. The possible notes that the horn player could
produce also sky-rocketed, while still mainly depending on the flexibility of the lip without any valves or keys on the horn. So this new technique made horn playing the hardest and most complex it had ever
been.
Having been dubbed “stopped horn,” this technique was primarily used
as a way to play chromatic notes on the natural horn but still continues
to be used in orchestral and solo music today to create special effects.
Whereas before one had to play in the very high register of the horn in
order to get the chromatic notes in the harmonic series, horn players
could now produce chromatic notes in the lower, more comfortable
range as well.42 This new tradition made horn playing even more flexible and adaptable to the orchestral sound. Composers no longer had to
worry about writing their horn parts fully in arpeggios in the key of a
specific horn or limiting themselves to a certain range of the horn
which had the propensity to stick out from the rest of the orchestra in
order to get a certain chromatic note.
The hand-stopping technique expanded the possible notes playable on
the horn to an almost limitless range. Writing orchestral parts, let alone
solo repertoire, became virtually independent of the capabilities of the
instrument. Although not easily transported due to the necessary crooks
still used, the hand-horn gives the musician the ability to adjust the intonation and tone of the horn while playing. This made the horn’s tone
no longer subject to the processes of the manufacturer in manufacturing
it. It was once regarded as fit only for outdoor use because of its
coarseness, but was now an instrument capable of the soft and sweetness of the human voice.43
The trumpet and horn had often been viewed as substitutes for each
other in their era since horn players often had to double on trumpet just
to maintain their livelihood The tone of the horn, however, remained
unique amongst the other orchestral colors in the Baroque period, and

42
43
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with the commencement of the stopped-horn technique, personnel for
professional orchestras now changed as well.44
In addition to the music and personnel alterations, the physical aspects
of the horn were even changed as a result of the stopped-horn technique. First, the throat of the bell of the horn was enlarged in order to
accommodate the hand of the player. The mouthpiece was also shifted
from the thicker rim to a thinner rim because players didn’t need to
press as hard to produce sound.45 Before the advent of hand-stopping,
horn players needed to use a lot of pressure to get the higher chromatic
notes in the harmonic series to sound. If the mouthpiece was too sharp
against the lips, it would have been very painful to play. But now that
horns didn’t need to play so high in their register, horn-makers could
design thinner mouthpieces that gave the lips more sensitivity, and the
sound of the horn a darker and gentler tone.46 Low horn playing now
became possible because the horn player could manipulate his lips
without the hindrance of a thick mouthpiece.
Although the natural horn was initially thought of only as “an annoying
noisemaker,” it was gradually added to the Baroque orchestra and popularized by composers in this era.47 The difference between different
composers' parts however is distinctive. During the time of Mozart and
Haydn, natural horns could only play in one harmonic series, depending on the crook that the player had in the horn and stepwise motion in
the parts had to be played by either hand stopping or “lipping” it, both
of which were impractical for chromatic passages.48 Their horn parts
therefore are not as varied or interesting as horn parts today. Mozart
wrote his horn parts to be relatively monotonous in pitches in order to
accommodate the natural state of the horn at this time.
As mentioned before, interchanging crooks in the natural horn was a
necessary and critical aspect of playing orchestra music is this era.
Horn players kept crooks hanging on their arm until needed though it
was not very convenient. Because of their cumbersome nature and perhaps for sake of efficiency, Classical composers would frequently write
44
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for two horns in one key, and another two horns in a separate key. This
allowed for modulations or scoring of important notes not in the original harmonic series.49
Bach often wrote horn parts that were difficult and impractical for the
natural horn because of his extreme demands on the horn player’s
range.50 His music either required the musician to use a plethora of
crooks or to create a “fake” note through hand-stopping or lipping it
down.51 The latter of the two of these methods interrupts the horn’s
characteristic tone and asks the horn player to do extra work above and
beyond creating a sound on the horn in the first place. And using an
array of crooks, though inconvenient, was quite common for horn players to have to learn how to manage.
Blandford states in his article about the French horn in England, “The
earliest parts were played on ‘hunting horns,’ but proper concert horns
with crooks, enabling the key of the instrument to be changed, were
soon introduced. Such horns appear to have originated at Vienna before
1718; and Bach had a set at his disposal at Cöthen if the inventory of
the Capelle can be trusted.”52
Bach wrote his parts for “Corno” or “Corno da caccia,” meaning the
natural horn, in D, F, G, A, or C.53 These parts could then ask for up to
eighteen or twenty notes in the harmonic series along with a few notes
outside the harmonic series that the player could produce by “forced
resonance.”54 Many players have found Bach’s parts easier to play on a
horn in a different key than Bach originally intended.55 By using a differently tuned horn, and then transposing the part, the horn player is
better able to accommodate for the large range that would otherwise be
difficult.

49
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Bach wrote his parts in this way because he had incredible musicians
whose primary instruments were the clarino trumpet.56 These trumpeters were used to playing in the upper registers of the horn because the
clarino’s pitches were also up there. Bach was pivotal in shifting horn
parts from low, hunting horn lines to “high, brilliant, sophisticated
lines.”57 He heard the horn’s potential as a solo instrument and its capability to mimic the human voice.58
The first recorded use of the horn in the orchestra was in 1705.59 Handel (Keiser’s associate) later introduced the horn to English open-air
music through his “Water Music” in 1715, but only added it to his orchestral music in 1720.60 The horn parts for Handel’s pieces were most
frequently in G, F, and D, and a few times in B flat alto, A, or E flat.61
Handel also sometimes wrote four different horn parts, the top two
parts being very challenging.62 Parts were often written as if for trumpet, leaving out the lower register, and covering only two octaves in
range.63 In contrast, Weber’s Concertino for horn, written later in 1806,
along with much of the solo repertoire written today covers a full four
octaves. Modern advances in instrument technology and a change in
customs for writing for horn have expanded the notes that the typical
horn player is asked to play.
In 1737, Maurice Greene produced a unique operetta which had an accompanied French horn ritornello for thirty-four bars. 64 Since most
parts for horn during this time could have been played on trumpets or
similar instruments, the fact that Greene wrote “‘French horns’ in F” on
the part was a noteworthy phenomenon.65
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The concert horn was introduced in 1750 and later the first valved horn
was made by Charles Claget in 1788.66 The modern and most commonly used style of horn today originated in Germany and has a larger bore,
rotary valves, and a larger bell.67 Some composers have still written for
the natural horn since the valved horn became the customary horn.
Ravel arranged a specific hand-horn part for his Pavane pour une infante défunte in 1910, even though the valved horn had already generally replaced the hand-horn’s popularity for thirty years.68 Although performing the Beethoven Sonata or Mozart’s concerti on the natural horn
is done from time to time, it is hard to find a horn player today willing
to put forth the effort to learn it. “The early parts, and particularly those
of the Baroque period, are so difficult that only an accomplished professional player can meet adequately their technical demands.”69 Professional horn players today would find the natural horn especially
challenging not only because of the difficult horn parts, but also because of the vast difference in technique needed for the different instrument and mouthpiece.70 Modern horn players don’t have to carry
around a dozen crooks to each concert they play. The valves in today's
horns provide just as much, if not more, flexibility in the harmonics.
The pressure on the lips is also much less than what it was in the first
natural horn and the modern mouthpieces give the player the freedom
to play lower than ever before.71
Intonation and tone production is another area in horn playing that became significantly simpler since the valved horn was introduced. Horn
players today don’t have to adjust with their hand and lip up or down
pitches to the extent that natural horn players did in the Baroque and
Classical periods. The natural horn couldn’t be depended on to be in
tune or even have a beautiful tone like we expect of today’s modern
horns. Modern horn players do, however, still need to use their ear to
adjust pitch and create the most beautiful tone possible. But this is
made easier through the careful engineering of modern, rotary valved
horns.
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Because of the advances in the musical work, the natural horn has been
eclipsed by the modern valved horn in efficiency, tone, intonation, and
relative ease of playing. Modern horns, though still one of the most difficult instruments to learn, are far more streamlined and efficient for the
musician than the original natural horns. Not very many players therefore are interested in going back in time and learning to play on a natural horn. Some of the original challenges and intended character of Mozart and Bach’s pieces, however, are lost with the modern horn’s fixed
intonation and on-demand pitches. I think we would appreciate the intent and musicality of Mozart and his compatriots’s compositions more
if we saw and experienced first-hand the technical skill it required to
play them. Though the notes themselves are not tricky anymore, the
level of mastery that was demanded for the natural horn far exceeds
what modern horn players even begin to contemplate when they pick
up their horn and play a Mozart horn concerto.
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